
 
 

 

“LEADERS ARE MADE, THEY ARE NOT BORN. THEY ARE MADE BY

HARD EFFORT, WHICH IS THE PRICE WHICH ALL OF US MUST

PAY TO ACHIEVE ANY GOAL THAT IS WORTHWHILE.”

 

-VINCE LOMBARDI

TRAINING     MENTORING     COACHING

 



At Acelot, we guide corporate leaders on a journey of self
discovery that maximizes their potential and prepares them for
future responsibilities. The process of coaching helps top talent
to discover their own path to their goals. Our inspiring coaches
enable breakthrough progress for the individual and results for
the organization.
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Coaching for Performance is
seen as an external facet to
how we lead our lives and
manage our professional
roles. Most coaching
scenarios are around areas of
performance improvement:
the ability to take strategic
decisions, accelerating the
capacity to execute on goals,
enhancing the productivity of
the team, managing time and
priorities, etc. 

Coaching for Being addresses
the foundational principles that
dictate a person’s thinking, their
behavior and therefore action. It
is like working at the
foundational level to uncover
deep-rooted paradigms or
thinking patterns so that the
performance is enhanced.
Uncovering tacit values and
building resilience for handling
change ensures that the coachee
is both joyful and effective.

 

WHY COACHING?
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The effectiveness of the
Coaching Engagement is
dependent upon the
chemistry between the
Coach and Coachee.
Once the chemistry is
established,coaching
effectiveness is then
indexed around the
assessments, tools,
frameworks and processes
that the coach brings to play
within the engagement.
Acelot is privileged to
leverage the diversity of its
Coaches to suit the
specific organizational and
personal needs.
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WHAT WE DO?

 

COACHING

Mentoring is a well-
established method for fast-
tracking people with
leadership potential. It can
assist people in any minority
group to navigate
organizational challenges and
achieve more for themselves
and your organisation. A
great mentoring program
may be on the list of 'must-
haves' for potential new
recruits. Onboard them and
keep them happy with
mentoring.

MENTORING



Sales Programs (Both for
B2B and Channel
management)
Sales for Growth –

Account ManagementSales.
Management Sales.
Negotiation Sales Process.
HR Programs
HR For Leadership
HR For diversity and
Inclusion
HR for HR

Training in the context of
people development would
mean conducting planned
interventions to a set of people
or Individual to develop a skill,
gain in knowledge or work on
the attitude that relates to
improving specific useful
competencies.
 
Our methodology on training is
to create a bespoke program
specific to the need of the
organization
Our Training Programs cover:

       Business Development

TRAINING
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 TRANSFORMATION?

Are you
Ready for the 



Plot No. – 23, Sector-18, HSIDC
Maruti Industrial Area,
Gurugram, Haryana – 122015
 
Mob – 9811949999
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Reach us:

Connect with us

info@acelot.in

https://acelot.in/
https://www.facebook.com/weacelot
https://twitter.com/AcelotAcademy?s=08
https://www.linkedin.com/company/accelot-business-services/
https://instagram.com/acelot.innovation?igshid=oere6s2kjk98
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCTVGTNSJpmkFWG9-ZGQkqKA

